Abstract: We consider the Neumann and Cauchy problems for positivity preserving reaction-diffusion systems of m equations enjoying the mass and entropy dissipation properties. We show global classical existence in any space dimension, under the assumption that the nonlinearities have at most quadratic growth. This extends previously known results which, in dimensions n ≥ 3, required mass conservation and were restricted to the Cauchy problem. Our proof is also simpler.
Introduction and main result.
We consider the reaction-diffusion system (1)
∂ ν u i = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, 0 < t < T, u i (x, 0) = u i,0 (x), x ∈ Ω,
where Ω ⊂ R n is either a smoothly bounded domain, or Ω = R n , with n ≥ 1. Here m ≥ 2, d i > 0, u = (u 1 , . . . , u m ), and the functions f i : R m → R are of class C 1 for i = 1, . . . , m. As for the initial data, we assume (2) u 0 ∈ (L ∞ (Ω)) m , with u 0 ≥ 0 in Ω and u 0,i ≡ 0 for i = 1, . . . , m (in this paper vector inequalities such as u ≥ 0 or u > 0 will be understood componentwise). Then problem (1) admits a unique, maximal solution, classical for t > 0. Its existence time will be denoted by T max . We assume the following structure conditions: Assumption (3) implies that u > 0 in Ω × (0, T max ) by the maximum principle. Assumption (4) guarantees that the total mass i Ω u i (x, t) dx is nonincreasing in time (in case Ω is bounded), and such systems are frequently encountered in models of chemical reactions. In the equidiffusive case d i ≡ d, assumptions (3)(4) ensure global existence and boundedness of the solution, as an immediate consequence of the maximum principle applied to i u i . It is well known that global existence is no longer trivial when the d i are not equal (a case which is indeed relevant in chemical reactions) and there is an abundant mathematical literature on this question (see, e.g., [18, Section 33] and [15] for surveys, and see also further references in Remark 1 below). Various sufficient conditions on the nonlinearities f i for global classical existence have been found, as well as examples of finite time blowup for certain systems. The case of systems with at most quadratic growth
has received particular interest, especially in view of the special case
which corresponds to the reversible binary reaction
It was proved by Kanel [12] that if Ω = R n , (2), (5) are satisfied and assumption (3) is replaced with the stronger mass conservation assumption
(which guarantees that the total mass i Ω u i (x, t) dx is conserved in time), then global existence is true in any space dimension. This in particular covers the case (6) . See also [11, 4, 10, 2, 3] for related results and alternative approaches. In particular the case (6) in a bounded domain in dimension 2 is covered in [10] .
The goal of the present paper is to extend the global existence result for system (1) with at most quadratic growth, under the weaker mass dissipation condition (3), as well as to cover the case of bounded domains with Neumann conditions. As a counterpart, we will need an additional structure assumption, the so-called dissipation of entropy property:
Such a condition is satisfied by many systems corresponding to reversible reactions, and this is for instance true in the case of (6) . As for the at most quadratic growth condition, we will assume it under the following slightly stronger form
for some constant M > 0. Our main result is the following.
Theorem. Let m ≥ 2, n ≥ 1, let Ω ⊂ R n be either a smoothly bounded domain, or Ω = R n , and let u 0 satisfy (2) . Assume that the nonlinearities f i ∈ C 1 (R, R) satisfy properties (3), (4), (8) , (9) . Then problem (1) has a global classical solution, i.e. T max = ∞.
Our proof is based on suitable modifications of Kanel's methods in [11, 12] . Namely, we combine the argument from [11] , based on interpolation inequalities and suitable auxiliary problems, with the entropy structure provided by (8) . This enables one to reach nonlinearities with quadratic growth under a mere mass dissipation structure, without requiring mass conservation. Actually, the mass conservation structure is crucially used in [12] and [3] , via delicate Hölder estimates for suitable parabolic equations with bounded coefficients (based on De Giorgi type iteration). We can here take advantage of the entropy structure to avoid such difficulties, resulting in a much simpler argument. We are also able to extend this approach to the Neumann problem. (b) Assumption (9) in Theorem 1 can be replaced by the slightly weaker condition:
and
Also, assumption (8) can be replaced with
(c) In the case Ω is bounded, conditions (3) and (4) guarantee that u remains bounded in L 1 . But it is an open problem whether u is globally bounded in L ∞ under the assumptions of Theorem 1 with n ≥ 3, even for the case of system (6). For positive results when n ≤ 2, see [16] and the references therein.
(d) The existence of a global weak solution was shown in [6, 15] under the mere assumptions (3)-(5) (without conservation of mass or dissipation of entropy).
(e) A related, active topic is the study, by means of entropy methods, of the stabilization as t → ∞ of (classical or weak) global solutions of systems with dissipation of mass. For this, we refer to, e.g., [5, 1, 13, 7, 8, 9, 17, 16] .
Proof of Theorem 1.
We shall use the following interpolation lemma. It was proved in [11] in the case Ω = R n and we here extend it to the case of bounded domains with Neumann boundary conditions. The proof will be given in Section 3.
For T > 0, we denote Q T = Ω × (0, T ). For k = 1, 2, we set E k = {ψ ∈ BC k (Ω) : ∂ ν ψ = 0 on ∂Ω} (where the boundary conditions is omitted if Ω = R n , and where ψ may be real-or vector-valued). We also denote U k,T = sup t∈(0,T ) U (t) C k (Ω) for k ≥ 0 integer and, if u is vector-valued, u k,T = max 1≤i≤m u i k,T .
Lemma 2. Let
(i) Then we have
0,T . Here and below, the constants C(Ω, d, T ) > 0 remain bounded for T > 0 bounded.
(ii) Assume in addition that U 0 ∈ E 2 and g ∈ C([0, T ]; E 1 ). Then we have
Proof of Theorem 1. By a time shift we may assume without loss of generality that u 0 ∈ BC 2 (Ω), with ∂ ν u 0 = 0 on ∂Ω if Ω is bounded. Also we shall write i for m i=1 .
Step 1. Passage to entropy variables. We set L i = ∂ t − d i ∆ and define the new unknowns
We claim that for suitable constant K > 0, the functions w i satisfy
To this end we compute
Set e = (1, . . . , 1) and denote by | · | ∞ the max norm on R m . It follows from (4), (8), (9) (or (9')) and the mean value theorem that
We deduce (13) with K = m 3/2 M .
Step 2. Linear auxiliary problem. Pick any finite T < T max . Following [11, 12] (in slightly modified form), we fix d = 1 + max i d i , set L = ∂ t − d∆ and, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we introduce the (classical) solution z i ≥ 0 of the auxiliary problem
We claim that there exists a constant C 1 > 0 independent of T such that (15) w
To show (15) and (16), we set
Using (13), we first notice that φ satisfies
Next, in the case Ω bounded, observing that z i is sufficiently smooth up to the boundary and that ∂ ν ∂ t z i = ∂ t ∂ ν z i = 0 on ∂Ω, we get
In both cases Ω bounded and Ω = R n , it thus follows from (17) and the maximum principle that
with C 1 independent of T . Then eliminating ∂ t z i between L and L i , by writing
we see that (18) and w i ≥ 0 guarantee (15) .
On the other hand, we may eliminate ∆z i by writing
Integrating in time and using z i,0 = 0 and
hence (16), owing to z i ≥ 0.
Step 3. Interpolation and feedback argument. We shall now use inequalities (15), (16), along with a feedback argument, to bound w i (hence u i ). To this end, we shall suitably estimate the diffusion terms ∆z i by means of the interpolation Lemma 2. In this Step 3, C(T ) will denote a generic positive constant (possibly depending on the solution u), which remains bounded for T > 0 bounded.
By (15), (14), (12) in Lemma 2 and (16), we have
On the other hand, since |f i (u)| ≤ C(1 + |u| 2 ) due to (9), we deduce from (1) and (10) in Lemma 2 that
Since ∇w i = e −Kt (1 + log(1 + u i ))∇u i , it follows that
Combining this with (19) and taking maximum over i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we obtain
, hence u 0,T ≤ C(T ). We conclude that T max = ∞, since T max < ∞ would imply the blowup of u 0,T as T → T max , whereas C(T ) remains bounded for T bounded.
Proof of Lemma 2.
In this proof, C denotes a generic positive constant depending only on Ω, d, T , and remaining bounded for T bounded.
(i) For k > 0 to be chosen later, we note that U solves U t − d∆U + kU = g + kU , hence (∂ t − d∆)(e kt U ) = e kt (g + kU ). By the variation of constants formula, we deduce that where (e t∆ ) denotes the Neumann or the Cauchy heat semigroup. We have the estimates e t∆ ψ C 1 ≤ C ψ C 1 , 0 < t < T, ψ ∈ E 1 , and e t∆ ψ C 1 ≤ Ct −1/2 ψ L ∞ , 0 < t < T, ψ ∈ BC(Ω),
(see e.g. [14] and the references therein). We deduce that
(t − s) −1/2 e −k(t−s) (g + kU )(s) ∞ ds. (ii) We have the estimates e t∆ ψ C 2 ≤ C ψ C 2 , 0 < t < T, ψ ∈ E 2 , and e t∆ ψ C 2 ≤ Ct −1/2 ψ C 1 , 0 < t < T, ψ ∈ E 1 (see e.g. [14] and the references therein). It follows from (20) that U (t) C 2 ≤ Ce −kt U 0 C 2 + C t 0 (t − s) −1/2 e −k(t−s) (g + kU )(s) C 1 ds.
By the argument in part (i), we deduce (11). Property (12) then follows by combining (10) and (11) .
